WELL DESIGNED SOLUTIONS
FLOWBACK & WELL TESTING

Select’s Flowback and Well Testing services provide solutions with regionally specialized equipment and knowledge spanning the national footprint.

SOLUTIONS

FRAC SUPPORT
Our experienced technicians work alongside frac companies providing a full scope of frac support services and equipment.

DRILL OUT
Workover and conventional coil operators receive coordinated support by our team. We help maintain desired flow returns utilizing our specialized equipment to collect and separate plug debris from the downstream flow.

FLOWBACK & PRODUCTION
With a full line of specialized flowback equipment, we provide operators with real time data to monitor well performance, make ‘on the fly’ adjustments, and measure the commercial potential of the well.

LEASE OPERATORS
Our lease operators, who undergo extensive training at Selects’ state-of-the-art training facility, are able to meet customer specific needs in overseeing, troubleshooting and maintaining producing wells.

SPECIALIZED SERVICES

GATE GUARD & SECURITY
Our 24/7 on-site security protocol with authorized personnel access are available.

RESTRAINTS
Engineered restraint system and certified restraint technicians employed for our safety and for the safety of all personnel on-site.

REAL-TIME DATA
Well testing data is provided via secure website where users can view hourly readings.

VENTLESS FLOWBACK
Select is a seasoned partner in EPA emission regulations and has the ability to meet and exceed ventless flowback requirements.

SAND
Providing real-time necessary sand measurement for formation analysis thus allowing better customer insight into current and future well bore design.

COMBUSTION
With an array of combustors to choose from we can fit your application and burn off excessive gas through internal combustion.

EXPERIENCE
We provide packages for flowback support during the tubing conveyed perforation, frac, and drill-out stages of development. At the conclusion of the plug drill-out, we install a complete set of well testing equipment to clean up the well for final production and to provide comprehensive data on fluids recovery and composition analysis, gas rate and flow measurement, and solids recovery.

SAFETY STATISTICS
We use a Behavior Based Safety (BBS) model and have a fully integrated software solution for training and reporting.
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To learn more about well testing services or request a quote, contact your Select Account Representative or visit selectenergyservices.com/contact